Fiona Keogh and Sultana Begum

Topaz and Diamond Class

English
Children will:
•
Understand, explore and write aspirations
•
Read a variety of short stories from the collection ‘One Thousand and One
Arabian Nights’ by Geraldine McCaughrean
•
Read a variety of fiction and non-fiction texts and answer comprehension
questions using a range of reading skills
•
Use drama to empathise with characters
•
Read, plan and write adventure stories
•
Experiment with language and sentence structure
•
Take part in a weekly standalone creative writing task
So that they...
are motivated to work hard and be the best version of themselves.
have a good understanding of a text and the author’s intent and tone.
plan, write and evaluate, always thinking about their purpose
and audience in order to engage their reader.
can use vocabulary for effect.
use paragraphing effectively.
continue to develop their own style of writing.

Physical Education
Outdoor P.E.
Diamond – Monday
Topaz - Wednesday
Indoor P.E. - Friday
Children will:
Take part in multi-fitness
sessions
Take part in dance sessions
So that they...
develop their fitness.
improve their coordination.
know and use strategies which
promote positive mental health.

History
Children will:
•
Discover the 5 W’s of the Ancient Islamic civilisations
•
Learn about everyday life in Ancient Islamic civilisation
•
Research how the Empire began and fell
•
Be exposed to historical terms
So that they...
deepen their understanding of wider world history.
contrast this non-European civilisation with what they know about British history.
appreciate the social and cultural legacies left by the Islamic people.
discuss what we can learn from historical objects.
identify factors that lead to successful kingdoms and those which lead to their
decline.
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Maths
Children will:
•
Read, write and compare numbers up to 10,000,000
•
Round numbers up to 10,000,000
•
Use mixed operations
•
Multiply by 2-digit numbers
•
Estimate products of large numbers
•
Divide by 2-digit numbers
•
Solve word problems
•
Find common multiples, factors and prime numbers
•
Simplify, compare and order fractions
•
Add and subtract fractions
•
Practise using the four operations in a range of contexts.
•
Continue to practise mental arithmetic strategies
So that they...
become more aware of place value and read and write numbers up to
10, 000, 000.
are competent in a strategy for all four operations and know when to use them.
understand the relationship between Fractions, Decimals & Percentages.
can add, subtract, multiply and divide fractions.
work quickly and efficiently.
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How to help at home
Please ensure your children reads
every day and records this at
least 4 times a week in their
reading journal.
Homework will be handed out

Children will:
•
Discuss the work, ideas and practices of an architect (Mimar Sinan)
•
Learn to use a compass for drawing with precision
•
Independently take action to refine skills and techniques to improve their work
•
Know the technical vocabulary and techniques being used
So that they...
understand how artists convey thoughts, feelings and beliefs through their artwork
can produce their own piece of artwork.
can apply their skills to create their own piece of artwork inspired by Islamic artists
can be selective in their choices.

Year 6

every Friday and must be
completed by the following
Thursday. Children will be
provided with English or Maths
homework on alternate weeks.
Maths: Arithmetic and
Timestable Rockstars tasks
Spelling: Practise the spellings
and rules in your homework book.

Children will:
•
Express ideas about how and why religion can help believers when times are
hard, giving examples
•
Outline Christian, Hindu and/or nonreligious beliefs about life after death
•
Explain some similarities and differences between beliefs about life after
death
•
Explain some reasons why Christians and Humanists have different ideas
about an afterlife
So that they...
learn in depth from different religious and spiritual ways of life about teaching
about hard times.
can engage in systematic enquiry into significant human questions which religion and
worldviews address.
can develop the understanding and skills needed to appreciate and appraise varied
responses to these questions, as well as develop responses of their own.

Computing
Children will:
•
Use search technologies effectively
•
Learn how to use the internet safely, respectfully and responsibly
So that they...
appreciate how search results are selected and ranked.
can be selective, understanding which websites are more reliable than others.
recognise acceptable/unacceptable behaviour and know how to report it.

